Abstract: Urban planning and public-health research has long been interested in the connection between land-use mix and travel. Interest from urban planners stems from the potential of transportation efficiency gains achieved by an increased land-use mix and subsequent shortening of trip lengths; whereas, public-health research advocates an increased land-use mix as an effective policy for facilitating greater physical activity. Yet, despite the transportation, land-use, and health benefits related to improving land-use mix and the extent of topical attention given by researchers, no consensus has been reached regarding the magnitude of its effect on travel. This absence of agreement may largely be attributed to the theoretical and methodological failings persistent in present attempts to accurately reflect land-use interaction and operationalize its quantification within a defined spatial extent. To better evaluate the impact of land-use mix on travel behavior and assess more temporal policies, a robust mix measure accounting for these two elements of land-use interaction and geographic scale as well as a temporal element of land-use mixing—missing from present specifications—must be introduced. This paper establishes the research agenda for a spatial-temporal land-use mix measure by (1) identifying the conceptual and methodological faults inherent to current land-use interaction and geographic-scale representations and (2) describing strategies and practical benefits of representing the temporal availability of land-use mixing in guiding innovative transportation/land-use policies.

1 Introduction

Urban policies encouraging active travel behavior, reducing auto dependence, and mitigating peak-hour travel are often rooted in growth management strategies promoting improved efficiencies of the built environment. Plans informed by these policies have envisioned mixed-use neighborhoods with an assortment of residential options surrounded by diverse out-of-home activity destinations. This smart growth strategy maximizes the ability of the built environment to offer residents quick and efficient travel connections. Consequently, an improvement in local accessibility to employment, retail, and recreational opportunities for residents of these compact, mixed-use neighborhoods has been a subject of rewarding examination for urban-planning researchers studying the travel behavior outcomes associ-
ated with smart growth policies.

Study of the linkages between travel behavior and the built environment have been of particular interest to transportation (Handy et al. 2002) and land-use planners, who have long supported myriad benefits associated with providing a mixture of land-use types at a neighborhood scale (Reilly and Landis 2003). To transportation planners, an increase in the mixing of land uses within an urban neighborhood holds promise as a lever that policymakers may pull to increase active travel mode shares and lower nonwork vehicle miles traveled (Hong, Shen, and Zhang 2013). To land-use planners, the provision of a mix of activity opportunities guides many growth management policies seeking to achieve compact urban development, revitalize aging neighborhoods, and reduce rural land consumption (Downs 2005).

In accordance, urban planning researchers have established numerous land-use mix metrics to investigate the effectiveness of mixed-use policies to achieve their anticipated transportation outcomes. Such metrics have been widely accepted within the formal processes of transportation/land-use planning (Zhang and Kukadia 2005). When employed by urban planners, these land-use mix metrics have sought to both examine the degree to which land-use mixing can encourage active travel (Manaugh and Kreider 2013) and identify the extent of urban sprawl (Zhang and Kukadia 2005). Findings from this line of research have adopted mix metrics to support the continued calls for decision makers to direct land-development efforts that increase the diversity of land-use types in existing neighborhoods (Rodriguez et al. 2009).

Land-use mix and travel-behavior research, traditionally an urban planning interest, has more recently received greater topical attention from the public-health field. To public-health researchers and practitioners, integration of different land uses within a neighborhood reflects an enhancement to the pedestrian orientation of the given neighborhood and improved feasibility and attractiveness for active travel by reducing physical and psychological barriers (Handy et al. 2002). The promotion of policies aimed at improving the viability and appeal of walking and bicycling holds potential as a cost-effective approach for increasing physical activity, limiting the adverse impacts of transportation-related pollution, and fostering the development of neighborhood sense of place (Manaugh and Kreider 2013). As such, a focus on the impact of environmental determinants (e.g., land-use mixing) on physical activity in public-health research has helped inform policy and programmatic recommendations related to the creation of active communities and mitigation of prevalent chronic disease risk factors (Duncan et al. 2010).

An impetus behind the resulting policies is that the built environment—not only individual factors—has an effect on whether or not individuals partake in higher levels of physical activity, which in turn has public health-related implications vis-à-vis obesity, blood pressure, and mental health (Forsyth et al. 2008). Public concerns over rising obesity prevalence and the related adverse impacts of chronic diseases associated with low physical activity levels have directed public-health research and initiatives to consider land-use policies as population health-promotion strategies (Brownson et al. 2009). In response, recent research has refined guidelines centered on the promotion of increased local land-use mixing as an urban policy intervention beholding of long-lasting public health benefits (Frank et al. 2005).

Despite the transportation, land-use, and health-related benefits and extent of topical attention given by researchers, no consensus has been reached regarding the magnitude of land-use mixing’s effect on travel and no clear indication of the optimal land-use mix needed to yield its exemplified benefits has been acknowledged. As with general debates of the built environment and travel behavior relationship, a true understanding into the potential impact of land-use mixing on travel has often been predicated on data limitations and methodological variations (Badoe and Miller 2000). Indeed, measurement inconsistencies have hindered any agreement; however, the ability of researchers to advance this area of study must also be founded on a strengthened conceptual basis of how the various elements of land-use
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mix are reflected. Explicitly, a greater focus must be given to three interrelated elements of land-use mix:

- Land-use interaction: quantification of complementary activities represented by land-use types
- Geographic scale: spatial boundary selected to operationalize land-use interaction
- Temporal availability: opportunity to access land-use types within or across time periods

Recognizing the need for additional research, this paper sets the table for future studies to include a land-use mix measure that also considers the temporal availability of land uses. To accomplish this stated goal, our paper details strategies for representing each element and highlights some theoretical and statistical limitations inherent to these past approaches. The previously unexplored temporal availability element is then introduced and discussed as a requisite advancement toward providing policy and practice with an improved understanding of the ways in which land-use mixing impacts travel.

2 Land-use interaction

At the center of any built environment depiction is a choice of measurement, where the selected measure must reflect a clear construct of the built environment feature being conveyed and quantified. In defining land-use mix, Handy et al. (2002) described the land-use mix construct as the relative proximity of different land uses within a given area. Ewing and Cervero (2010) defined diversity of the built environment, or land-use mix, as the number of unique land-use types in an area and the relative size of each land-use type. This depiction has differed from the definition provided by Saelens, Sallis, and Frank (2003), which offered a more nuanced description of land-use mix that defined the measure as the level of integration among different land-use types in an area. While seemingly trivial differences, the first depiction defines a distance-based accessibility measure of land-use mix, whereas, the second definition suggests a measure of intensity or pattern in heterogeneous land-use types. Conversely, the last account more accurately reflects the mix construct by suggesting that a land-use mix metric should quantify the functional complementarity of diverse land-use types. The spatial integration of synergistic land uses is likely to produce the travel outcomes desired by smart growth policy advocates favoring mixed-use developments as a strategy for improving the viability of active transportation options (Handy 2005).

2.1 Measuring land-use interaction

In reviewing studies on the association between the built environment and transport, Brownson et al. (2009) adopted a classification scheme proposed by Song and Rodriguez (2005) segmenting land-use mix measures into three categories: accessibility, intensity, and pattern. Although the described typology has likely embodied an imperfect sorting of all mix measures, the distinction of three measurement types will provide a structure for unraveling the complicated nature of quantifying land-use mix. A related acknowledgement of an unsettled boundary for classifying various built environment measures has been noted elsewhere (Ewing and Cervero 2010).

While often not explicitly regarded by transportation researchers as a land-use mix measure, the concept of accessibility has often been quantified as a distance-based measure capturing the spatial proximity of separate activity locations. Distance-based accessibility measures have arisen from defining accessibility as the ease of individuals to reach an urban opportunity from a given activity location (Kwan and Weber 2008). At the foundation of this interpretation has been the definition put forward by Hansen (1959) in which the notion of intensity was detached from prior accessibility measures in favor of a stricter version only pertaining to the potential of opportunity interaction. Convention to parse
intensity from accessibility supports the identification of accessibility and intensity as unique strategies for measuring mix. Geurs and van Wee (2004) stated that a comprehensive accessibility measure must possess the four interrelated components of land use, transport, time, and the individual. The distribution of various activities (land uses) may inform travel demand and introduce temporal constraints affecting the availability of urban opportunities to an individual. Advancing this logic, an increase in the mixing of land uses represents the potential for shortening trip lengths and improved ability to conduct activities.

A second category of land-use interaction measures has quantified the intensity of a land-use type in an area—described as a count or percent. A count-based land-use mix measure may be quantified by tallying the number of opportunities related to a land-use type within an area (Brownson et al. 2009). Remaining intensity measures have been quantified as a percentage of land in a defined area dedicated to a particular land-use type (Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez 2013). As with count-based mix measures, percent-based spatial measures may easily be computed to offer practical information related to the intensity of a land use in an area. If a land-use type under examination is relatively scarce, a percent-based measure alone can yield meaningful results (Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez 2013). In contrast, the choice of a count-based metric for linking a recreational land use (e.g., park) to an active travel outcome likely underestimates the relative importance of that land use in an area, which may be more suitably quantified as a percent-based measure accounting for the spatial expanse of a recreational land use. Consequently, the land-use type under investigation should inform the selection of an appropriate intensity measure (Song and Rodriguez 2005).

Pattern measures quantifying the spatial composition and configuration of land-use types within an area represent the final category of interaction measures. The spatial pattern identified as the variety of land-use types within an area (composition) and the proximity of those land uses to one another (configuration) has been recognized as an important set of ecological measures in travel research (Clifton et al. 2008). Pattern measures have alternatively been labeled as divisional measures—sensitive to subtle land-use patterns in an area—and integral measures—only sensitive to the overall distribution of land-use types in a defined area (Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez 2013). In the literature, entropy-based (Frank and Pivo 1994) and Herfindahl-Hirschman (Forsyth et al. 2008) indices reflect two common integral measures, whereas, the dissimilarity index (Cervero and Kockelman 1997) reflects a common divisional measure. Despite being commonplace, many pattern, accessibility and intensity measures of land-use interaction suffer from a set of conceptual and methodological limitations.

2.2 Concerns with measuring land-use interaction

Present land-use interaction measures often remain imperfect conceptual and methodological realizations of land-use mixing adopted from ecology research and economic theory (Clifton et al. 2008). Case in point, entropy measures are often plagued by a central assumption that an even balance in the land uses of an area is representative of an ideal condition (Manaugh and Kreider 2013). Many travel-behavior studies have adopted this atheoretical notion of equal distribution and subsequently produced measures of heterogeneity rather than complementarity (Hess, Moudon, and Logsdon 2001). A neighborhood with an evenness in residential, office, and retail opportunities likely generates some transportation efficiencies; however, the substitution of the residential land use for industry likely produces a completely different set of travel outcomes despite having an identical entropy measurement. Given the lack of agreement on what types and proportion of land uses to include in a mix measure, it is unsurprising that previous studies have found an increased mix to have a negligible (Duncan et al. 2010) or counterintuitive effect (e.g., Bhat and Gossen 2004) on travel.

Methodological inconsistencies and concerns also exist with present land-use mix measures. Often,
analyses into the connection between land-use mix and travel behavior have been conducted at the trip-level and separated work from nonwork travel. If we consider the described neighborhood with residential, office, and retail land uses, there exists the possibility of an individual residing in that neighborhood to perform an activity at the retail establishment upon leaving his/her workplace for home. The ability to capture the travel benefit related to this land-use interaction may only be achieved by adopting a strategy linking mix to tour-level travel behaviors (Hanson 1980; Krizek 2003a).

Many percent-based measures are also unable to capture the finer travel implications of having smaller intermittent parcels in a neighborhood because these mix measures typically sum the disaggregate parcels into a single statistic representing the percent of a land use in an area. Composition or integral measures are arguably the more common type of pattern measure; however, these measures are unable to account for any reversing of the land-use type proportions (Manauh and Kreider 2013) and are insensitive to any further division of the parcels (Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez 2013). In contrast, prior configuration or divisional measures often have shortcomings related to an: inability to be compared with mix at a regional scale, insensitivity to the arrangement of adjacent areas (Frank and Pivo 1994), and dependence on the scale chosen to operationalize the pattern measure (Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez 2013). Finally, researchers must be cognizant of the inconsistencies that exist across datasets regarding how disaggregate parcels were summarized into general land-use categories or how variable construction differed in past studies. Thus, future measures of land-use interaction must be validated to promote transferability and an accurate translation of empirical findings into policy initiatives.

3 Geographic scale

Explicit consideration must be given to the concept of scale, because of its pervasiveness in all measures of space and time (Hess, Moudon, and Logsdon 2001). Unfortunately, past research quantifying the neighborhood effect of land-use mix has provided insufficient attention to the intrinsic bond between land-use interaction and geographic-scale selection when measuring the mix construct. A consequence has been an investigation into the effect of mix on travel utilizing a wide variety of geographic scales (Mitra and Buliung 2012). Without greater empirical insight, the choice of geographic scale will remain a perplexing complication confounding an accurate assessment of the association between travel and accessibility, intensity, and pattern measures of land-use mix (Kwan and Weber 2008).

3.1 Operationalizing land-use interaction

Operationalization of a land-use interaction measure at a selected geographic scale has generally been determined by analytical convenience or restrictions in data availability, prohibiting a richer understanding of the scale at which land-use mixing most affects travel. In urban planning and public health literature, various strategies have been used to delineate a physical landscape and characterize the built environment found within its boundary. These strategies for geographic-scale definition may be classified as the adoption of a fixed, sliding, or perceptive scale.

The choice of a geographic scale based on a predefined set of non-overlapping boundaries represents the application of a fixed geographic scale to operationalize land-use mix. Fixed geographic scales reflect the measurement of land-use mix within a discrete boundary that may be nested into a hierarchical spatial representation (Guo and Bhat 2007). This attractive characteristic of fixed zonal schemes may permit a more comprehensive analysis of how the influence of mix on travel differs across a set of nested spatial extents (Kwan and Weber 2008).

A common adoption of a fixed geographic scale has been the depiction of the built environment within an administrative boundary. Measuring land-use mix at a fixed geographic scale delineated by
a community- or government-based entity to achieve specific organizational objectives has exemplified the use of an administrative boundary. While no theoretical support has linked the adoption of this scale for travel-behavior research, decisions to use an administrative scale have often been supported by an anticipated availability of socio-demographic, housing, and other land-use characteristics also found at this scale (Kwan and Weber 2008) since these territories are usually characterized by an explicit set of rules dictating their geographic delineation (Gauvin et al. 2007). Use of a statistical boundary to operationalize land-use mix has been a second fixed geographic scale ubiquitous in travel-behavior research. A statistical boundary like a census geography is usually smaller in area than an administrative boundary, which has bolstered their adoption. Operationalizing mix at a census geography has other benefits underscoring its attractiveness, including the ease of obtaining socio-demographic data at a coinciding scale (Guo and Bhat 2007) and the attempt of these fixed scale boundaries to objectively approximate neighborhood design (Manaugh and Kreider 2013). The creation of an artificial boundary has represented a final category of fixed geographic scale choice. Generation of a uniformed, synthetic zoning system (e.g., Krizek 2003b) to assess the neighborhood effect of mix has represented the adoption of this category of fixed scales.

In contrast, the choice of a sliding geographic scale has embodied an attempt to more accurately explain those built environment features that matter most to travel behavior by placing an individual at the center of his or her surrounding built environment (Guo and Bhat 2007). Beyond the individual-centric depiction of scale that allows for overlying geographic boundaries, a sliding scale delineation has also offered a conceptual advancement to its fixed scale counterpart by allowing individual variation in neighborhood definition. Methodologically, by measuring mix at a sliding geographic scale, past studies have removed some statistical bias introduced by analyzing the effect of the built environment for an individual located at the perimeter, rather than center, of a fixed geographic scale (Oliver, Schuurman, and Hall 2007).

Past sliding scale applications have varied on whether or not to incorporate the street network or an unconstrained straight-line distance, or use one or multiple activity locations to operationalize a measure. Per the former decision, past studies have operationalized a built environment measure such as land-use mix by using circular buffers that extend from a specific central location (e.g., residence) without an account of artificial or natural barriers in the surrounding environment (Mitra and Buliung 2012; Clark and Scott 2014). Other studies have accounted for these physical constraints faced by an individual in his or her surrounding environment by confining the areal buffer to only include an area accessible by use of the surrounding street network (Frank et al. 2008; Christian et al. 2011). Each sliding scale technique has typically measured the mix of land uses around one activity location; however, the decision to account for multiple activity locations, demonstrated in the creation of an activity space, has led to the development of a final class of sliding geographic scale. The concept of an activity space, which originated in the field of time geography, has reflected an attempt to recognize the actual and potential engagement of an individual in an activity provided at a given land use (Fan and Khattak 2008). Hence, the delineation of an activity space has defined the spatial area in which the movements of an individual are confined (Lenntorp 1976), which restricts any neighborhood effect to only include the environment actually used by an individual (Miller 2005). As such, use of an activity space to measure the relationship between land-use mix and travel behavior may represent individual-based restrictions outside street network impedance.

Beyond an objective measurement of land-use mix represented by an individual’s activity space, there exists a subjective quality of the built environment related to an individual’s perception of what may be physically reached or factors in his or her decision for activity engagement (Horton and Reynolds 1971). The subjective utility of the built environment may be objectively captured by the creation
of a perceptive geographic scale in the form of a mental or cognitive map. In his seminal work into this topic, Lynch (1960) described these perceptive scales as being the generalized picture of the exterior physical world held by an individual comprised of countless paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks. Provided with this understanding, the ability to objectively define any built environment feature at a perceptive scale has represented a challenging endeavor to travel-behavior researchers since mental maps dynamically change over time based on the built environment qualities observed by an individual during the execution of an activity or trip (Arentze and Timmermans 2005).

3.2 Concerns with operationalizing land-use interaction

In part due to the countless strategies for operationalizing the built environment, no agreement has been reached regarding the choice of an optimal scale to estimate the impact of land-use mix on travel (Duncan et al. 2010). Given the natural bond between measurement and scale in which parameter estimates depend on the zonal scheme choice (Kwan and Weber 2008), greater attention must be given toward how land-use mix is measured for different travel modes and trip purposes. While some research has examined the impact of measuring mix at different scales on mode choice (Zhang and Kukadia 2005; Mitra and Buliung 2012; Gehrke and Clifton 2014), this limited evidence base must be bolstered to clearly understand what scales are most suitable for the travel mode or trip purpose in question. For instance, an individual deciding whether to walk or bike may be influenced by different land uses since the latter mode may enable access to more activities in the same travel time. Similarly, the travel time budget of an individual conducting a discretionary trip may be larger than that of an individual commuting; leading to the former individual being potentially influenced by a wider set of land uses within a larger activity space. Hence, land-use interaction must be operationalized at multiple geographic scales that conceptually correspond with the research context (Clark and Scott 2014).

While the use of sliding scales to operationalize land-use mix reflects a conceptual advancement to fixed scale applications, the strategy remains an objective approach to measuring the neighborhood effects of the built environment without sensitivity to the individual perceptions of the surrounding environment. Future travel studies should examine the theoretical benefit of operationalizing land-use interaction at a perceptive scale by testing the use of mental maps (Arentze and Timmermans 2005). Methodologically, sliding scale applications have tended to use distance as the sole impedance factor informing their calculation; however, future studies should account for other constraints such as travel time, physical effort, and traffic safety. In the end, variety in network distance selection and lack of reported procedural descriptions for computing some sliding scales has restricted the transferability of these scales to other contexts (Brownson et al. 2009), leaving researchers little justification for selecting either scale to analyze the impact of land-use mix on travel (Kwan and Weber 2008).

The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) represents an established methodological concern affecting the choice to utilize a fixed or sliding geographic scale to analyze the land-use mix and travel connection. Fotheringham and Wong (1991) described the MAUP as being the sensitivity of analytical results to the definition of a geographic scale at which any spatial data are collected. Evaluating the impact of the MAUP on travel behavior may be divided into scale and zoning effects. The level of aggregation used to measure the built environment has defined the former effect, while the configuration of a geographic scale system has defined the latter (Fotheringham and Wong 1991). Variations in scale size have resulted in a scale effect on analytical results (Mitra and Buliung 2012) in which inconsistent findings are attributed to the operationalization of land-use mix at different scales for the same travel outcome (Hong, Shen, and Zhang 2013). Additionally, alterations to the geographic scale that built environment data were originally collected, which is considered the basic spatial unit for measuring the spatial phenomena, have produced inconsistent results related to the representation of mix with an un-
intended zonal arrangement (Mitra and Buliung 2012). Despite the long-standing recognition of these effects in the geography literature, the MAUP has received less attention in research examining the built environment and travel relationship.

4 Temporal availability

Time is a fundamental concept to the study of the transportation/land-use connection since an individual’s ability to access and participate in an activity at a given location is shaped by the temporal availability of that opportunity (Kwan 2013). Since travel demand derives from the requirement of an individual to partake in an out-of-home activity, any variation in the surrounding land-use supply (e.g., temporal availability) will to some extent impact an individual’s revealed travel behavior (McNally and Kulkarni 1997). Accordingly, the failure to account for the temporal availability of a land use (e.g., facility opening hours), a proxy for activity opportunity supply (Yoon and Goulias 2010), has embodied a clear conceptual and methodological omission of past measures created to estimate the neighborhood effect of land-use mixing on travel decisions.

A proposal to include the temporal availability element in future land-use mix measures draws heavily from the study of time geography. An adoption of concepts introduced by this geography subfield, which has informed recent activity-based travel demand modeling approaches, has provided an adaptable framework for a systematic description of the spatial-temporal nature of behavioral constraints faced by an individual (Burns 1979). Behavioral restrictions characteristic of this time geography strategy for understanding activity participation have been summarized as the capability, coupling, and authority constraints faced by a traveler (Hagerstrand 1970). In this framework, the consideration of the temporal availability of an activity or land use represents a potential authority constraint to the behavior exhibited by a traveler, who cannot feasibly access a temporally unavailable opportunity. In thinking about shopping activity participation, an individual may only feasibly conduct this activity during the opening hours of the shopping establishment (Neutens et al. 2007). Extending this illustration to a land-use mix metric, a land use serving as a proxy for this shopping activity would also only influence travel behavior if temporally available to the individual; therefore, a temporally unavailable land use should likewise not be considered in a metric evaluating the impact of land-use mixing on travel behavior.

Travel-related interest in an explicit representation of the temporal element has stemmed from the desire for more time-sensitive dynamic network assignment (Chiu et al. 2011). Further interest has arisen from a growing interest in activity-based approaches to examine the scheduling and execution of activities over time. In response, great advancement in the collection of detailed information to understand the demand for activities over time and space has been achieved; however, commensurate supply-side information detailing the temporal availability of land uses has thus far trailed. An ability to identify the temporal availability of land uses would provide an accurate depiction of activity engagement potential, improve the specification of feasible destination choice sets, and allow for the assessment of temporally sensitive transportation/land-use policies.

4.1 Representing temporal availability

Recalling the typology of land-use interaction measures, temporal availability has only been studied in measures of accessibility. Explicit attention to the temporal availability of an activity location to an individual traveler in an accessibility measure has the potential to provide a higher-quality time-space representation of the feasible opportunities available to an individual traveler and, therefore, benefit the predictions of his or her travel behavior (Chen et al. 2011). Traditionally, access to an activity location has been treated as a static temporal assumption with minimal acknowledgment to the diurnal vari-
ability of service provisions (Neutens et al. 2012). However, the persistent application of accessibility measures with this static time assumption has marginalized the reality that these activity locations have specific temporal schedules or opening hours rendering them unavailable to a traveler at certain hours of the day (Kwan 2013). In response, three strategies for representing the temporal availability of activities within an accessibility measure have been recently explored.

The most direct strategy for representing temporal availability has been to collect and incorporate data pertaining to the opening hours of an establishment. However, the collection of high-quality temporal availability data has remained costly and time consuming (Kwan 2013); thus, hindering the adoption of this strategy. Applying a constraint-based approach to analyzing joint trip making, Neutens et al. (2007) proposed the creation of a spatial-temporal accessibility measure in which the analysis concentrated on the facilities in which opening hours were identified. The temporal availability of these facilities may then be aggregated into any time interval to establish the area of an individual’s activity landscape for a specified time period (Neutens et al. 2012).

A second strategy for reflecting temporal availability in a spatial-temporal accessibility measure has been to fix an assumed opening hour schedule on all facilities. In the assumed temporal availability strategy, all facilities or those providing a similar service are assigned identical opening hours (Neutens, Schwanen, and Witlox 2011). In exploring the effect of geographic-scale variability on individual accessibility, Kwan and Weber (2008) utilized a spatial-temporal accessibility measure based on the assumption of a prior study (Weber and Kwan 2002) that all commercial and industrial opportunities were only temporally available from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. In the latter study, an accessibility measure sensitive to temporal availability displayed significant variation across several fixed geographic scales.

Finally, recent research has presented a strategy for measuring temporal availability acknowledging the difficulty of collecting existing opening hour data as well as the shortcomings of an assumed temporal availability strategy for measuring accessibility. Chen et al. (2011) introduced an activity-related strategy in which the revealed activity arrival and departure times of an individual were used to assign a weighted percent of reachable workers per time interval for various establishments. In this activity-related strategy, a certain business type has been considered temporally available to an individual traveler if any employee for that specific industry was observed to be performing a work-related activity during that time period.

While the inclusion of an authority constraint reflecting the temporal availability of an activity has received minimal attention in accessibility-related measures (Miller 1999), this mix element has received virtually no consideration when specifying intensity or pattern mix measures. The integration of temporal availability into measures of these other land-use interaction categories may enable an analysis of mixing at either the site level or neighborhood level (Figure 1). The former distinction of temporal availability centers on a little-understood notion that land-use mixing may occur within a single building (Kockelman 1997) or space and that some land-use types in a building may exhibit a synergistic relationship across different time periods.
The latter distinction of land-use mixing that occurs at a neighborhood level represents a more widely understood distinction in which certain land uses found in close proximity may exhibit a synergistic relationship within the same time period. This representation of land-use mix reflects the established ideal of smart growth supporters in which certain land uses (e.g., residence, market) may be integrated more harmoniously than other blends if the intention is to induce active travel outcomes. Current intensity and pattern measures inflate the neighborhood level of land-use mixing by not accounting for the temporal availability of activity locations. For instance, a grocery store located in close proximity to an individual’s residence may not be accessible to that individual if his or her out-of-home activity schedule excludes them from accessing the market during its opening hours (Kwan 2013).

4.2 Benefits of representing temporal availability

Beyond its clear conceptual contribution, the incorporation of temporal availability in future land-use mix measures may be translated into practical benefits related to the support of transportation/land-use policies, identification of social inequities in spatial-temporal accessibility, and improvement of travel demand behavior modeling. Built environment measures representing temporal availability have direct implications on transportation policies impacting local communities (Neutens, Schwanen, and Witlox 2011). Portland Metro has proposed an activity level hierarchy (14-hour, 18-hour, and 24-hour) for select neighborhoods based on residential population, business activity, the built environment, and transportation options (Metro 2011); however, the activity spectrum has not been supported by any empirical-based measure with sensitivity to temporal availability. A measure sensitive to the temporal availability of land uses may help direct active travel initiatives seeking to bring functional origin and destination pairings closer to one another. Relatedly, an identification of the precise blend of land-use
types needed for an efficient spatial-temporal distribution of activity locations informed by a spatial-temporal mix measure may help guide infill or new development projects and more precisely model the travel implications.

An adoption of a spatial-temporal measure also holds potential toward informing the management of businesses considering an extension of opening and closing hours (Yoon, Ravulaparthy, and Goulias 2014). The liberalization of opening hours may enable individuals to conduct activities outside standard business hours; subsequently, providing individuals with an ability to combine out-of-home activities and improve their prospects for trip chaining (Neutens, Schwanen, and Witlox 2011). Also, an inclusion of the temporal availability element in future mix measures will improve the instruction of shared-parking arrangements in which a parking structure used by the employees of an office building during the day may be used in the evening by drivers accessing entertainment opportunities (Cervero 1996). For each application, research is needed to enhance the capability of temporally sensitive measures to inform transportation planning and practice (Neutens, Schwanen, and Witlox 2011).

Another exciting prospect from the standpoint of travel-behavior research is the consideration of the spatial-temporal accessibility inequities faced by individuals who rely on active travel modes (Neutens et al. 2012). An account of the temporal availability of urban opportunities offers significant insight into the ways that certain individuals or market segments may be affected by variations in the opening hours of facilities found in a neighborhood (Weber and Kwan 2002). Thus, the creation of a mix metric accounting for temporal availability has an ability to evaluate how different opening hour configurations for certain types of services may benefit or hinder those individual disparities in accessing basic human services (Delafontaine et al. 2011). Without consideration for temporal constraints such as opening hours, conventional mix measures have remained insensitive to fluctuations in the availability of certain activities over the course of a day or week. A consequence of this mismatch between the need for activity engagement and temporal availability of the activity may be social exclusion (Neutens, Schwanen, and Witlox 2011).

Finally, specification of a mix measure incorporating an authority constraint will improve activity-based travel demand models, which have to-date largely concentrated on the coupling constraint of individuals within a household interacting with one another (Yoon and Goulias 2010). By disregarding the temporal availability of certain activities or land uses, present models may underestimate the demand for conducting certain activities and in turn distort future travel demand patterns by poorly allocating where activities may occur in the future (Kwan 2013). For that reason and others, the representation of spatial-temporal travel decisions and the built environment factors influencing activity participation must be better understood within future activity-based travel research (Yoon, Ravulaparthy, and Goulias 2014). The creation of a comprehensive land-use mix measure accounting for the temporal availability of specific land-use types helps to fulfill this request.

5 Conclusion

Future land-use mix measures must improve how the land-use interaction and geographic-scale elements of the land-use mix construct are represented, while introducing the temporal availability element. Figure 2 synthesizes the strategies for representing each element of a spatial-temporal land-use mix measure and rates the methodological complexity of adopting each strategy. This paper has identified each element and discussed some conceptual and methodological concerns hampering the three interrelated elements of a spatial-temporal land-use mix measure. As detailed disaggregate data and improved technologies become increasingly available to researchers, the importance to advance constructs related to each of these mix elements will become ever more important to understanding the true association between land-use mixing and travel behavior. Urban-planning and public-health researchers interested
in the adoption of land-use mix policies must continue to challenge the adoption of flawed measures to provide decision makers with a more astute assessment of how increased local land-use mixing relates to travel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use Mix Element</th>
<th>Methodological Approach (less complex —&gt; more complex)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Use Interaction</strong></td>
<td><strong>Accessibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Distance-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic Scale</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fixed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Administrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Statistical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Artificial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Availability</strong></td>
<td><strong>Known</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stated opening hours at which an activity location may be accessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**: Summary of methodological approaches for representing the three elements of land-use mix
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